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I. INTRODUCTION 
Local planar Gradient coils can achieve higher efficiency/strength with lower inductance (higher 
slew rates) compared to conventional cylindrical gradient systems resulting in higher spatial and 
temporal resolution for some applications, Further, with reduced coil dimensions, which help 
minimize the extent of associated magnetic field excursions [1], planar gradient systems may 
have reduced peripheral nerve stimulation (PNS). However, for certain applications such as 
kidney and breast imaging, the homogeneous volume may be too small to cover the desired 
region (i.e. both breasts). The primary cause of the smaller imaging region is the x-gradient, 
which requires 4 fingerprint patterns per plane (Fig 1(a)) rather than 2 fingerprints as in the y-
gradient (Fig 1(c)), and the size of the planar gradient system is limited by the diameter of the 
magnet bore. In this work, we present a local bi-planar gradient insert that has two imaging 
regions along the x-axis to overcome this limitation and to accommodate two breasts adequately 
by applying the multiple-region gradient concept along the x-axis instead of along the z-axis as in 
the original paper [2]. 

II. METHODS 
Our method uses conformal mapping to create wire patterns in the plane [3]. Each half of the 
cylindrical wire pattern, which can be acquired from a regular stream function 
( ( , ) ( ) cos( )S z h zϕ ϕ= ), is conformal mapped to the upper and lower planes respectively to 
obtain the bi-planar wire pattern for the y-gradient. For a regular (single region) x-gradient coil, a wire pattern can be obtained from the 
modified stream function, ( , ) ( ) cos(2 )S z h zϕ ϕ=  (Fig 1(b)). This creates one fingerprint within –π /2<ϕ <π /2 instead of –π <ϕ <π , 
resulting in two fingerprints per 2 π rotation. Now for the multi-region design, the stream function equation is modified to 

( , ) ( ) cos(3 )S z h zϕ ϕ=  to accommodate two homogeneous gradient volumes (HGV) along the x-axis. 
The outer paths of the left/right side fingerprints not only occupy a large space inside of the magnet bore but also have a minimal effect 
on the resulting gradient field. In order to create wider HGVs that are large enough for each breast, these outer paths of the left/right 
fingerprints have been folded in as shown in Fig 2. For the y-gradient system, a regular planar gradient wire pattern was used and was 
also folded in similar to the x-gradient to yield a wider HGV (Fig 2(c)). 
III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
Figure 3 shows gradient fieldmaps (contour lines at 5% deviations) for x- 
and y-gradients. Top row shows the double region along the x-axis. 
Simulation results for the x-gradient show two HGVs of 16cm/15cm/22cm 
(in x/y/z-axis), which is large enough for breast imaging with efficiency of 
0.326 mT/m/A. The table below shows detailed results. The y-gradient, 
efficiency is higher than that of the x-gradient but because of magnet bore 
space limitation the resulting homogeneous volume is smaller to 
accommodate both breasts.  
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 x-gradient y-gradient 

efficiency 0.3257 mT/m/A 0.36 mT/m/A 

inductance 287 Hμ  186 Hμ  

HGV 16cm(x) / 15cm(y) / 22cm(z) 20cm(x) / 25cm(y) / 24cm(z) 

        (a)                          (b)                             (c) 
Figure 2. System geometry (a) x-y axis (axial view), (b) 3D view of x-gradient, (c) 3D view of y-gradient 

Figure 3. Gradient fieldmaps (5%) (top row) fieldmap of x-
gradient, (bottom row) fieldmap for y-gradient 

Figure 1. Wire patterns (a) planar 
x-pattern, (b) double region x-
pattern, (c) planar y-pattern 
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